ENERGY

Working with over 20 energy supply
partners to find the best and most cost
effective solutions for your business

ROCKET
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Powered by Focus Group

Looking for astronomically
low energy prices?
You’re in the right place.

Our team of energy experts are ready and
waiting to save you £1000s. We’ll take time
to get to know your business, your current
usage and costs. And then we’ll deliver a
lightning fast solution!

Why choose Focus Group?
We do it differently. It’s our approach to building personal
relationships with our customers that makes Focus Group stand out
from the crowd. We’ll make it our mission to provide you with:
Independent, impartial advice. Connecting you to the right
supplier and the right tariff
Flexible contracts. Short-term, long-term, fixed term. Your call
Competitive prices: With preferential commercial contracts
with our partner networks, we’ll keep your service levels high
and your costs low
Hassle-free. A fully managed transfer and seamless
connection to your new service
Dedicated support. Your account manager will be on hand
to support you from mission control to lift off
Comprehensive services: Connectivity, energy, telecoms
and IT. All your essential business technology, one supplier
Futureproof: resilient and flexible solutions that will
grow with your business
Plus, we’re a friendly bunch! We’d love to spend time getting to
know your business so we can find the right solutions to keep
you one step ahead of the competition.

As one of the UK’s independent providers of essential business services, we
have access to a huge range of preferential tariffs with all the leading energy
suppliers out there. Which, in a nutshell, means the best prices.
And we’d love to share these
savings with you!

But don’t just take our word for it, here’s what one
of our customers has to say:

Haven House
Haven House Hospice was introduced to the
Focus Group via its membership with the Hospice
Quality Partnership. Haven House was keen to
work with Focus Group to address the complexity
of having multiple energy supply contracts, all of
which had different contract end dates. Focus
have been able to offer notable cost reductions
whilst also bringing all of the contracts into one
common end date and were able to achieve
something the team at Haven House thought was
far too complicated to resolve.

Rocket price comparison
Using Rocket Energy to switch is lightning
quick and 100% FREE. Our energy experts at
mission control are fuelled for action and here
to help you make astronomical savings with
our instant price comparison service. Quite
literally rocket fuel for business.
We’ll do the research. The paperwork. The
trawling through the small print. And we’ll
deliver the perfect energy solution and a
seamless switch. We’ll take care of it all.
Leaving you free to pour all your energy into
growing your business.

“

Every penny counts for
our Hospice and we have
benefitted from a cost
reduction of 21% on our gas
expenditure, providing us with
a saving in excess of £6900
across the term.

”

Siteworks and new connections

Business water audits

Whether you are launching a new business
from the ground up or need support with
the re-connection of essential utilities, our
universal book of energy transportation
networks and metering contractors means we
can provide all the answers. The solutions, the
costs, the time scales. Most importantly, we’re
here to help from launch to landing.

You’ve ticked gas and electricity savings off
the list. Now how about your business water
usage? Time for an audit? Our H20 experts will
undertake a no-obligation review of your water
charges. No upfront costs. Just give us a call.
Our energy experts are always on hand if you
want to find out more on any of our services.

TIME TO
GO GREEN
It goes without saying we should all be looking
to help reduce carbon emissions in the UK
to zero. Here at Focus Group we’re happy to
provide you with key information on carbon
neutrality or discuss how we can support your
environmental ethos as a business.

If you’re looking to switch your business to green
energy, here’s a quick overview of the types
we’re able to offer through each of our suppliers:

Clean energy = clean air. Little or no pollution
is ever generated
Green energy = sourced from nature. For
example, wind and solar power
Renewable energy = recyclable sources such
as hydropower. Whilst it uses a renewable
source, it’s worth noting it does still involve
industrialisation with the construction of dams
and potentially some deforestation involved

Spotlight on business
Smart Meters
The Rocket Energy team are working closely
with preferred supply partners at the forefront
of the Smart Meter rollout. We’ll launch your
business energy credentials to a new level with
a FREE smart meter upgrade whilst continuing
to fuel your business with energy savings.
Lift off with a whole host of smart benefits:
Accurate bills, every time. No more
wild estimates
Consumption data to highlight busy
periods and insight to help reduce
energy usage
Improved cost control for your
business. Monitor consumption data
and accurately forecast energy costs

“

As a result of dealing with
Focus Group we have
streamlined our energy
contracts and reduced our
spend by quite a substantial
sum. I highly recommend
Focus Group.

Let’s Talk on 0330 024 2006
sales@focusgroup.co.uk

focusgroup.co.uk/energy
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